For more than 30 years, the Indalo Park Hotel has opened its doors to give a home during the
summer holidays. More than 1.5 million families have been able to enjoy their holidays in a
wonderful setting on the seafront, where everyone could enjoy the sun, the beach and the sand,
as well as the mountains and leisure night.
Despite so long in the sector, each year we renew ourselves, improve our facilities, reform our
spaces and adapt the Hotel to the new needs of our clients; and for all this, nerves are inevitable
when we prepare the opening of the Hotel to welcome our customers a new year ... This feeling
is like in the first day!
This year has been atypical for everyone. We saw how the news were coming and measures
never seen before were taken. At the same time, we studied closely how to adapt to the
measures adopted by the official organizations to continue allowing our guests to enjoy
themselves in a safe environment.
Always putting the safety of our guests and workers first, we have adapted new hygiene,
disinfection and protocol processes to guarantee compliance with these security measures. In
this way, we have continued to improve as we have been doing before, to certify ourselves
under the “Safe Tourism Certified”, following the standards of the Spanish Institute of Tourist
Quality and thus guarantee a safer stay.
Unfortunately, in this news there is a but ... this will be the first year that the Indalo Park Hotel
will not open its doors in more than 30 years offering a place for your summer vacations.
It has not been an easy decision since many are affected by this pandemic, but given the current
circumstances, national health recommendations, recommendations from countries that send
tourists, requests for quarantine and the closure of borders, cause great uncertainty that does
not allow us to resume our activity with guarantee to be able to offer the service you are used
to have.
We will continue working for a quality and familiar tourism that we will receive with our greatest
love in 2021.
We wish you great strength and health in these difficult times.
Family Hotel Indalo Park

